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Abstract

This paper presents network bandwidth scheduling algorithms for the transmission of
pre�encoded MPEG VBR video over ATM networks� A system model is developed for a
Video�on�Demand application which includes a video server� an ATM network� a �xed�size
playback bu�er� and an MPEG decoder� Bandwidth scheduling algorithms are developed
which use the known frame sizes of the encoded video and the known playback bu�er
size to produce a rate pro�le� The rate pro�le breaks a long MPEG sequence into several
segments and speci�es the rate required for each segment� The segment rates allow the
network to deliver VBR encoded video using �piecewise� CBR service� The rate pro�le is
used for call admission control�

Keywords� bandwidth scheduling� Video�on�Demand �VoD��MPEGVBR video trans�
mission� continuous media�

� Introduction

With the largescale deployment of Broadband ISDNs over the next few years� digital video is

expected to become an increasingly important type of network tra�c� It is expected that much

of this digital video tra�c will comply to the MPEG video compression standard� As part of our

current research interests involving the transmission of multimedia over high speed computer

networks� we are interested in the e�cient transport of pre�encoded MPEG video such that high

quality video is produced at the decoder while easing the demands on network management�

MPEG compliant bit streams are either Constant Bit Rate �CBR� or Variable Bit Rate

�VBR�� Most CBR codecs are considered �lossy� because they keep the output bit rate constant
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by changing the amount of discarded video information in each frame� An undesirable charac�

teristic of the video produced by CBR bit streams is that the video quality may change from

frame to frame� However� the advantage of using CBR video is that it is very easy for a network

provider to allocate a 	xed bandwidth because the bit rate remains constant�

VBR video codecs keep the amount of discarded video information in each picture constant�

which results in the desirable characteristic of constant�quality video produced by the VBR bit

stream decoder� However� VBR video bit streams may require the output bit rate to change

from frame to frame� These changes in rate from one frame to another may be very high� up

to an order of magnitude� due to video content as well as the type of picture in an MPEG

sequence� These frequent rate changes are more di�cult for a network provider to e
ectively

deal with� In order to avoid loss of data� bandwidth equivalent to the peak rate can be allocated

by the network� The peak rate is the number of bits required to represent the largest frame

divided by the frame period� The peak rate can be very large considering the variations in frame

size� This approach is ine�cient because it wastes bandwidth� Alternatively� bandwidth can be

dynamically allocated during each frame interval� which saves bandwidth but is more di�cult

to schedule� Both approaches require very little bu
er at the video decoder�

There are several characteristics of Video�on�Demand applications which enable bandwidth

scheduling� Since the MPEG video bit streams are pre�encoded� the frame sizes are knowable

in advance� The playback bu
er can be assumed to be one of a few possible values and can be

known by the video server at connection setup� Unlike other types of multimedia� some initial

playback delay is acceptable� For lossless delivery of the MPEG bit stream� the playback bu
er

should never over�ow� For continuous playback� the playback bu
er should never starve� As an

option� the user may be o
ered Temporal Access Control �TAC� with VCR�like features such

as �fast forward�� �reverse�� and �pause��

In this paper� the network bandwidth scheduling issues involved with the transmission of

prerecorded VBR video over an ATM network are considered� A system model is developed for

delivery of a single bit stream� The model includes an MPEG video server� an ATM network�

a 	xed�size playback bu
er� and an MPEG decoder� The model is then extended to include

multiple bit streams for a networked video delivery system� The characteristics of Video�on�

Demand �VoD� and Call Admission Control issues are discussed�

Several �Bandwidth scheduling� algorithms are presented which use the known frame sizes of

the video and the known playback bu
er size to produce a rate pro	le� The scheduling algorithm

breaks a long MPEG sequence into several segments and speci	es the rate required for each



segment� Bandwidth scheduling algorithms ensure that the receiving bu
er does not over�ow

and that all frames at the decoder are available when needed� The rates and time intervals are

communicated to the network� which accepts or rejects the request based on available bandwidth�

The network reserves a constant bit rate during each time interval� This is referred to as

�piecewise� CBR�

The tradeo
 between playback bu
er size and number of rate changes is determined through

simulation�
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Figure �� Single Bitstream System Model

The single bu
er system model consists of a video server� a network� a playback bu
er

�a FIFO queue�� and a MPEG decoder� The ith frame of an MPEG bit stream has ai bits

�i  �� �� ���� n�� The bit stream is decoded at a rate of ��� frames per second� where � seconds

is the frame period� Since the frame rate of video remains constant� the time interval Ti for each

frame i remains constant �i�e� Ti  � for all i��

The video server calculates the rate pro	le based on the size of the playback bu
er� BP bits�

and the frame sizes ai bits�

The network Call Admission Control �CAC� facilities accept or reject the request based on

the resources that will be available for the duration of the connection� If the connection is

granted� the network must guarantee that Ri
bits

sec
will be available during all i time intervals

��� n� �� The bu�er input rate� Ii� is the rate at which data is sent from the video server to the

bu
er during the ith frame interval�

So during the ith frame interval� ��i� ���� i� �� the decoder removes ai bits of the MPEG bit

stream from the bu
er� the network delivers Ii bits to the playback bu
er� and the network

guarantees delivery of Ri bits�second with average delay D and maximum jitter ��



� Bandwidth scheduling algorithms

Bandwidth scheduling algorithms use the frame sizes of the pre�encoded video and the playback

bu
er size to compute a rate pro	le which speci	es time windows and associated reservation

rates� It breaks a long MPEG sequence into several short segments and calculates a constant

bandwidth required during each segment such that the playback bu
er does not over�ow or

starve�

Algorithms can be designed to optimize di
erent performance criteria such as�

�� minimize the number of rate changes�

�� minimize the maximum bandwidth required�

�� minimize the computational complexity for computing the rate pro	le�

�� maximize the bandwidth utilization of a 	xed capacity channel over which multiple bit

streams are sent�

A few of the many possible algorithms are presented here� As an example� to explore the

tradeo
 between playback bu
er size and the number of times bandwidth needs to be resched�

uled� a simple� non�optimal� single pass bandwidth scheduling algorithm has been designed and

simulated which uses a greedy approach to calculate the rate pro	le� Additionally� implemen�

tation ideas are presented for a 	xed�time interval approach and an approach which adjusts to

resource constraints�

��� Greedy scheduling algorithm

The �greedy� scheduling algorithm is as follows�

�� The bu
er is 	lled to some initial bu
er pre�load �ibp�value� For the experiments� the ibp

was set to half the size of the playback bu
er�

�� The average sequence rate is used as the starting segment rate�

�� The bu
er balance equation calculates the bu
er occupancy for all consecutive frames

until the bu
er occupancy is full or empty�

�� The rate and ending frame numbers are noted�



�� The rate is increased by step size� which is initially a large number and the bu
er occu�

pancy is recalculated�

�� If the ending frame number for the new rate is greater than for the previous rate� the rate

is increased by the step size� This repeats until the previous rate is more than the current

rate�

�� If the ending frame number for the new rate is greater than the previous rate� the rate is

decreased by the step size� This repeats until the previous rate is more than the current

rate�

�� The step size is reduced by a factor and the above steps are repeated�

�� This method uses trial and error to 	nd the rate which results in the largest number of

frames included in the segment�

��� The rate and the frame sizes are used in the bu
er balance equation to determine the

bu
er occupancy of the last frame before the frame number at which the bu
er over�ows

or under�ows�

��� The 	nal rate� segment number� and 	nal bu
er occupancy are stored in a table�

��� The next segment is calculated similarly� using the 	nal bu
er occupancy of the previous

rate as the initial bu
er occupancy�

��� This method results in the 	nal frame of a segment having a bu
er occupancy that is nearly

full or nearly empty� If the beginning of the next segment is not between parameter de	ned

bounds �maximum rate� and �minimum rate�� the number of frames in the previous

segment is reduced until the rate required for the current segment is between the bounds�

The �greedy� algorithm was simulated using two �������frame MPEG sequences� Figure���

shows that the bu
er occupancy does not exceed the bu
er size� Figure � shows a log and

linear plot of the number of rate changes for a ������ frame sequence as the playback bu
er size

increases�

��� Fixed time interval algorithm

This rate pro	le algorithm produces a rate pro	le with rate changes at regular intervals� Ad�

vantages of having rate changes at regular intervals are that they are easier to multiplex� The
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Figure �� Bu
er occupancy and rate changes for ����� frame sequence using the �Greedy�
algorithm�

solution to the minimum reservation rate problem 	nds the maximum number of frames that

can be used for a given video sequence and playback bu
er size� The objective is to minimize

the maximum rate� The algorithm takes a multi�pass approach�

�� For each segment� the minimum rate is calculated by assuming that the bu
er is full at

the beginning of the segment and empty at the end of the segment�

�� Similarly� the maximumrate is calculated by assuming the bu
er is empty at the beginning

of the segment and full at the end of the segment�

�� The starting rate is set equal to the maximum of the minimum segment rates�
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Figure �� Log and Linear plot of Number of Rate Changes vs� Playback Bu
er size for ������
frame MPEG sequences�

�� If the starting rate is less than the average rate� it is set equal to the average rate�

�� The average rate is found for each segment�

�� The bu
er occupancy is calculated�

�� The maximum rate is set equal to the next highest rate�

�� The di
erence in amount of data in each segment due to rate changes is calculated� data�

�� This amount of data is added to the previous segment if BP � bp � data�

��� This amount of data is added to the successive segment if BP � bp � data�

��� The segment bu
er is recalculated�
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